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ESSENDINE VILLAGE HALL MEETING HELD ON  20TH SEPTEMBER 2016 
 
 

M I N U T E S  
Present: Adele Stainsby (Chair) AS 
 John Saunders (Treasurer) JS 
 Bob Trickey BT 
 Peter Foster PF 
 Sue Cunnington (Secretary) SC 
   
1. Apologies:  Apologies were received from Linda Barker.  
  ACTION 
2. Minutes of the 
last meeting and matters arising 

AS thanked everyone for their attendance.  
 Storage cupboard doors 
BT/PF have altered the storage cupboard doors to open outwards. 
Thanks, are sent from LB who advised that it has made a big difference.   
 Bin store 
PF has fixed the broken slats on the bin store doors.  
 Window blinds 
Blind slats have not been cut but are ripping. It is not known how long they have been up and are perishing   Heaters 
Curtain heaters have now been added. Two in the large room and 
one in the small room. Each heater is individually switched. Ashley Hallam has channelled in the walls and filled in rather than using 
conduit. The main heating has not yet been programmed for the Autumn bookings. Other members of the committee need to be shown how 
to do this.  AS will alter the hire agreement to include the curtain heater use. 
 Internal decoration 
AS/LB have repainted the main corridor. The rest of the Hall needs 
doing. A date needs to be set around bookings to have a working party to decorate. 
 Window panes 
4 blown panes have been replaced. One more is starting to go. 
This work was carried out by Welland Windows.   Timer backlight 
This had blown. Ashley Hallam has replaced the back-light unit.  Outstanding jobs 
RE has resigned from the committee. There were a few 
outstanding jobs for him to do. He will continue to do any plumbing work and carpet cleaning for the Hall.  
LB has asked him to clean the carpets again and is awaiting a reply.    
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Grass cutting 
Andy Fenn and Joe Stainsby will share the grass cutting duties between them. PF offered to be a reserve.  
 Hygiene inspection 
Nothing has been heard about this yet.   
Any other matters arising will be discussed under this meeting’s agenda items.  Everyone was happy that the minutes were an accurate record of 
the last meeting. Proposed by JS and seconded by LB 
 

   
3. Treasurers report JS handed out the accounts to 19th September.  We are in a good financial position. 

There is still the insurance to pay from this balance.  
Lettings continue to rise.  

  
  

   
4. Caretaker’s report/bookings LB was absent from the meeting.   Store cupboard doors 

Thank you from LB  Gents toilet door 
PF has fixed this  
 Bookings are buoyant and have been entered onto the website calendar. 
There are several Brownies sleepovers booked in. Children’s parties are being booked in for 2017. 
There is a wedding reception booked for May 2018.  
AS will purchase a 2017 diary.   The bar required for 1st October has been given to the Green 
Dragon. They will pay us for the bar licence.  
There is also a small event on Saturday 26th November for approx. 50 people. They require a bar and it would be a good opportunity for us to use up our alcohol stocks. Would committee members 
please check whether they would be available to help run the bar (in shifts) that evening, please? 
  

  
   
  
   

 

5. Hall update 
 

Internal decorating 
A date for a working party needs to be decided upon.  External grounds tidy 
AS has applied weed killer spray.   Carpet cleaning 
AS will ask LB to chase RE again. The red chairs need cleaning 
too.  

 
   
  

 AS/LB 
  

   
 6. Future events Halloween party 

Those mums requesting a party have been asked to organise their own party if they would like to hold one. The committee are unable to help on this occasion.  
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7. Any other 
business 

General help - PF 
PF advised that he is happy to help with odds and ends, when he can, even at short notice if required.  
 Defibrillator servicing - BT 
BT enquired whether the defibrillator needed a regular service.  
AS will look for the details and BT will make contact to arrange this if required.  
 Village Hall keys - SC 
BT and SC need a set of keys to the Hall. AS will arrange for 
copies to be made. There are also keys for the noticeboard and cigarette disposal box on some sets of keys. JS will check to see if 
he has them. Otherwise we will need to get new locks as BT needs to change some notices within the noticeboard.   Website – SC 
SC advised that she has several news items to upload to the 
website.  Meetings - SC 
As our committee member numbers are dwindling, all members (except one) will need to attend so that the meetings are quorate. 
SC to arrange dates for all 2017 meetings so that members have sufficient notice to arrange attendance.  
We need to recruit more members.  Provisional dates are:  
Tuesday 10th January, 21st March (includes AGM), 16th May, 11th July, 12th September and 14th November. 
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8. Date of the next meeting Tuesday 15th November from 6pm Venue: Adele’s house 

 
  

   
 


